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1: CHR TEAM
RESOURCE
CHR Foodservice Equipment Team
In 2018, CHR celebrated 25 years in
business. CHR employs a team of 8
people and delivered more than 70
projects in 2018.
CHR PROJECT TEAM AT RESTAURANT
MANA

Pete Callaghan - Sales
Responsible for taking the brief, writing the
specification and cost proposal and
working with the rest of the team until full
sign off by the client.

Matt Aspey – DesignOffice
Our lead designer with 18 years experience
in commercial catering design. Matt was
responsible for taking the sales team brief
to full working drawings through to final
production drawings using Revit and BIM
for client approval, helping provide full cost
modelling and coordination.

Fernando DoRego – Project Manager

Paul Neville – Managing Director

Responsible for the coordination of the
approved drawings and scope of works,
ensuring that the project is delivered on
time, to specification and on budget.
Fernando is also responsible for handover
and training to ensure site is fully trained
and handover manuals are in the
possession of the client.

Paul used his 25 years project experience
and 8 years experience in delivering
Ecochef to ensure a smooth, coordinated
installation. The suite was delivered and
installed in one morning!!

2: THE CLIENT
Northwest born and raised Simon Martin was a professional
motorcross racer from the age of 12 until at 17 he suffered an injury
that wouldn’t let him perform at his best.
Not knowing exactly what he wanted to do he applied for and got an
apprenticeship in the kitchens at The Grosvenor, Chester under Simon
Radley and hasn’t looked back.
A love of the kitchen environment came first and was soon followed by
a passion and knowledge for food after moving on to work at
Restaurant Gordon Ramsay, then a stint in Australia, returning to the
UK to work at Gilpin Lodge and finally, 2 years at world renowned
Noma in Copenhagen before settling on a site in Ancoats, Manchester
to establish his own vision for Restaurant Mana.

3: PROJECT HISTORY
In an interview in 2017 Simon said
“I’m actively looking to open a restaurant in the north of
England. It’s where I grew up and so I feel comfortable there
and can connect with people. English produce is amazing
and we’ve come a long way since jellied eel and fish & chips!
I’d like to make English people proud of what we have by
utilizing what I’ve learnt in my career to bring out the best in
it.”
Armed with that ethos, the first incarnation of the logo (see
left) and a very basic sketch CHR began the conversation
with Simon in February 2018 to illustrate how they would
deliver the kitchen at Restaurant Mana.

3: PROJECT HISTORY Development
REGENERATING ANCOATS BY CREATING A VIBRANT
RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY
Sawmill Court is one of six developments within Phase One
of a Manchester Life Development Company programme
which will see more than 1,000 predominantly privatelyrented homes developed on the eastern edge of the city
centre, helping to meet ever-growing demand for highquality accommodation in the city and supporting the
regeneration of Ancoats as a vibrant residential community.
On this development Phase CHR worked with Sugo Pasta
Kitchen and The Hip hop Chip Shop along side our submitted
entry for Restaurant Mana . Which offers a selection of very
different dinning experiences to the community.
Our early involvement with Manchester life helped us
establish the critical build information and specifications
relating to ventilation, grease ( FOG) requirements and
ensure the technical specifications were going to be fit for
purpose prior to expensive alterations once tennants were
agreed .

4: THE DESIGN BRIEF
From a very basic concept sketch CHR started working on the
Mana project in February 2018, before Simon had found a
site for Mana
Local knowledge led to CHR pointing out the burgeoning
Ancoats area of the city centre and in early March 2018
having recently fitted out projects at Sugo and The Hip Hop
Chip Shop, Unit 1, Sawmill Court, became home for
Restaurant Mana.

The brief:
“Create an unpretentious, fun, exciting, educational and
intimate environment that makes you feel as though, when
you’re there, it’s the only thing that’s happening on the
planet. That goes not only for the guests, but for the staff
too. It’s much more effective if everybody is on the same
wavelength and I believe that the talented, interesting and
hard-working people in this industry deserve a rich,
comfortable and fulfilling lifestyle.”

4: DESIGN BRIEF - considerations
In order to achieve this vision, CHR were asked to design the kitchen with certain considerations in mind:
•

No separation – the kitchen would not just be open, it would form part of the restaurant space

•

Clear line of sight – no fixtures above the counter height. All members of the Mana team would need to be able to see other
team members and the guests

•

High end domestic – Mana had to feel like a high end domestic fit out so that the dining room felt like a home from home for
the guests

•

Low running costs

•

Temperature – all dishes at Mana are prepared by temperature instead of traditional sections which would be brought to the
pass

•

No waiting staff service; Chefs deliver the food to the table

•

Easy to clean and operate

4: DESIGN BRIEFcomplexity
Every Kitchen is complex when we look at the amount of
mechanical and electrical work required. Add drains, fats oil
and grease legislation, ventilation, heating, lighting and
that’s just the start of a normal day at work.

Noise (DBA levels) and heat rejection are also a part of our
daily lives; ensuring the customer is educated in the
investment that they are about to make. Can we afford to
remove compressors out of the way to reduce both these
elements?
Our detailed approach includes all of the above, but trying to
assemble such a detailed delivery means that extensive
detailing and clear communication to the team involved is
both evident and clear.
From flooring detail, plinths, weights and builders work; in
depth information was provided by CHR to ensure Mana
could be delivered seamlessly and within the tight budgets
for the build itself.
This was one of the most difficult projects we have been
involved with, leading all the clients direct trades to ensure
Mana’s vision became a reality.

4: DESIGN BRIEF – Drawings - coordination
CHR provided all contractors BIM level 2 drawings, from concept
design through 3D visuals to construction issue. With a kitchen
so fundamental to the overall restaurant design, these drawings
were crucial to the entire project team. CHR had a huge
responsibility to the other professionals working on this project,
including:

Each of these disciplines required drawings from CHR which were
effectively communicated to enable them to deliver their element
of the project.

•

Main contractor

•

Clients designated builder

•

Interior Designers

•

Joiners

The BIM drawings are linked back to our catering estimation
software which enables clients to benefit from layout drawing to
specification and cost proposal relatively quickly. This particular
client was keen to agree layout as early as possible so this
proved invaluable.

•

Electricians

•

Plumbers

•

Finance

CHR also led on material specification, elements of which were
continued into other areas of the overall restaurant design.

CHRs drawings were used in every aspect of the process and
praise from the wider project team was given to Matt Aspey for
his ability to update and issue drawings in a timely manner.

4: DESIGN BRIEF –Specification
Having taken the time to show Simon various CHR sites and Kitchens in operation, it was decided early in the process that an induction
based, energy efficient solution was the way to go.
Using our own bespoke Ecochef suite would help Simon deliver such a tailored design and create the vision and the tools needed for
Mana. While delivering a sustainable, energy efficient solution for the business.
This also fitted well with the sustainable ethos of the development at Ancoats and the Chef ‘s own British led kitchen menu.
Our suppliers:
CHR delivered over 80% of the specification from British manufactures, most of whom are within a 30 mile radius of the Restaurant
Mana itself; including ventilation, fabrication, refrigeration and cooking.
Many of whom are CEDA partners: CED Fabrications Ltd, Precision Refrigeration, Inox Fabrication.
For the 20% of products we needed to procure outside of the UK, we used CEDA partners MKN, Meiko and Celltherm at Mana.
All of our specifications complied with TM50 , WRAS Approval and CE MARKED as you'd expect from a CEDA member.

4: DESIGN BRIEF – Details

4: DESIGN BRIEF – Detail
Its probably a first! But it wont be the last. We have a lot of detail at Mana as
you'd expect from us asking you to consider this project as the best in class.
We have highlighted just one here as we think this is evidence of how we create
bespoke solutions that are credible and add real value for our customers.
As more and more chefs demand more consistency in the cooking process and
more and more kitchens are taking centre stage in the restaurant it’s becoming
more important for the client to create visual excellence for their customers,
while still delivering professional cooking results at the highest standards.
While CHR understand the need for this, its also important to understand our
role to provide “ fit for purpose” designs.
Here you see the first (to our knowledge), a fully integrated 6 grid combination
oven under side of a cooking suite.
This allows the chef to be much more consistent in his cooking (as opposed to
using a standard convection oven) while ensuring the vision of uninterrupted
views for the staff was retained.
What makes this both interesting and difficult is that service needs on
combination ovens are frequent, so to ensure good value we needed to design
a system that allowed a single engineer to gain full access to provide either a
full service to the appliance or indeed a reactive call for breakdown.
The ovens here showcase our experience not only to deliver that, but pioneer
this by introducing a fully accessible design that will ensure costs for service
remain as low as possible while ensuring the clients vision and cooking was
optimised.

Without giving away our secrets, we invite the Judges
to test it!

4: DESIGN BRIEF – drawing in BIM, 1st Draft

4: DESIGN BRIEF – drawing in BIM, 1st Draft
3D visualisation helped Simon to see the space and resulted in the kitchen moving from the back corner to a more prominent position
in the restaurant.

4: DESIGN BRIEF – drawing in BIM, evolution.
3D visualisation helped Simon to see the space and resulted in the kitchen moving from the back corner to a more prominent position
in the restaurant.

4: DESIGN BRIEF – drawing in BIM, signed off.
3D visualisation helped Simon to see the space and resulted in the kitchen moving from the back corner to a more prominent position
in the restaurant.

5: INSTALLATION &
HANDOVER
CHR provided a huge amount assistance and coordination in ensuring
that all other trades on site were well briefed as to what their
requirements were ahead of our arrival on site to install.
Structural and electrical loads were provided along with detailed
service drawings enabling the wider project team to deliver their
individual elements.
Its worth noting that the tolerance allowance on this project was 2mm
This upfront work allowed for a straightforward installation of the
kitchen elements. CHR would like to extend their thanks to the wider
project team in working so closely with them.
A comprehensive training and handover programme allowed the
newly assembled team at Mana to get to grips with the installed
equipment very quickly. And ensured mana was ready to open operate
at Simons request.
On time – on budget.

5: INSTALLATION & HANDOVER
– Rethinking The Way In
The weights of equipment was, as you can see, interesting! Above you see the 5.9 metre cooking suite weighed in at over
1.8 tonnes in its pre stripped state and over 2 tonnes fully assembled.
CHR believed we could deliver this in a fully assembled fashion, freeing up over £ 12,000 of installation costs by the factory,
re-making and welding the cooking suite back up in-situ and reduced our site time by four days removing the need to
rebuild units on site.
Each kitchen item was fully finished in the factory, pre signed off and export crated to site for off loading via HIAB. Clearly
this helped the customer by reducing his cost, but just as importantly it allowed us to deliver the kitchen within a finished
environment, removing the need to be installing ahead of other trades thus helping to prevent damage or other site issues,
as well as removing additional expense for cleaning or protection..
It did help us divert the saving into a light equipment budget, which CHR then supplied .

Installation

installation
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8: SUMMARY
WHY THIS PROJECT SHOULD WIN THIS AWARD
Restaurant Mana is a unique restaurant in the UK. Dishes prepared by
temperature and served to table by the chef that created them within
a completely open environment.
The project shows how CEDA members can differentiate themselves
within a competitive market by sticking to the principle of
“You imagine, we create”
Sustainable, energy efficient, bespoke solutions have allowed CHR to
create the platform that began in Simon’s imagination.
Restaurant Mana is something that CHR are very proud of and we
invite you to take a closer look.

